THE PREMIER CLOUD-ENABLED
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR INTEGRATORS

WHY ON CONTROLS?
OUR CUSTOMERS & PARTNERS

ON CONTROLS FOR DEALERS

Everybody from Best Buy and Radio Shack, to Kramer, Sea

It’s all about our dealers, which is why

Ray, and CNN. Even the film studio that made a certain space
trilogy famous is replacing their legacy control systems with On
Controls. Consider the unique combination of flexibility, costeffectiveness, and unmatched service, and On Controls just
makes sense.

we’ve taken great care to assemble a team
and resources to ensure our dealers have
everything they need to be successful selling
and installing our products.

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
We provide all of our dealers with

In fact, when leading technology retailer Best Buy required a

a

control solution for their sales staff in roughly 470 Magnolia

comprehensive

professional

training program. You and your

locations, they selected On Controls. In an interview with CE

team

Pro magazine, Brent Newman, a senior manager at Best Buy

can

take

advantage

of

On Controls University, an online

explained, “There wasn’t anyone else that was multi-platform,

training program you can complete

flexible enough and affordable.”

at your own pace. No matter which

Whether it’s controlling a complex retail display, a presentation
theater, a board room, or a living room, On Controls is the
solution that just fits.

you choose, just like On Controls, the training is designed by
integrators like you, for integrators like you.

CONCIERGE SUPPORT
Nobody feels completely comfortable with a brand new product
line, but we want you to be confident in your installations
and that you’ll have the support you need to get the project
done right. Just give us advance notice with project specs and
installation schedule, and Concierge Support means we’ll have
your back.

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
When you call or email On Controls,

2014 CONTROL PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
Each year, the Consumer Electronics
Association
custom

recognizes

integration

and

the

best

installed

technology products and each year,
manufacturers

compete

for

this

coveted honor. This past year, they
chose the On Controls platform
because it enables integrators to
build custom remote controls “in
the cloud”, requires no “coding,” and offers deep integration
with the most popular third party audio/video, lighting,and
automation products for the smart home.

you’ll be interacting with a real person.
Chances are that person will have
plenty of industry experience and most likely a background in
integration. We know what we’re doing, we know what it’s like
to be in your shoes, and we’ll do whatever it takes. In short, we
get it.

WHAT’S NEXT
Let’s get started! Our dealer onboarding process is fast and
easy, so what are you waiting for? You and your team can be up
to speed and selling the simplest, most cost-effective custom
control solution on the market in no time at all.
Call us at 313.373.7680, email us at sales@oncontrols.com,
or visit us on the web at www.oncontrols.com to learn
more about the premier clound-enabled control system for

1555 Broadway Street | Detroit, Michigan 48226
+1 313 373 7680 | oncontrols.com

professional integrators.

RESIDENTIAL INTELLIGENCE
The Smart Home Just Got Smarter
Turn your customers’ phone or tablet into the ultimate connected
home controller with On Controls, winner of the CES 2014 Control
Product of the Year. Give your customers a single app that offers
personalized access to their TV, music, security, thermostat,
lights, window treatments, energy management and more.
Your customers will be delighted to sit comfortably on the sofa
with complete control of almost anything in the home—all from
the phone or tablet they already love. From a one- or two-room
application to whole-house connectivity, you can evolve your
customers‘ On Controls systems on pace with their lifestyle.
On Controls’ app-based solution eliminates the need for costly

RESIDENTIAL ADVANTAGES
PERSONAL
Tailor the On Controls interface and personalize the remote for
different users in a home!

SCALABLE
Start with a simple living room installation, then expand to
multiple rooms, add lighting, hvac, automation, and more.

VERSATILE
Leverage your customer’s mobile and tablet devices to control
almost anything.

hardware taking up valuable space in the home—and in the

COST-EFFECTIVE

budget. Easy cloud-based setup and class-leading customer

Integrate personalized control at unprecedented cost. The

service make On Controls the ultimate solution for the way your

cloud-based Builder helps you reduce support costs since you

customers live. Now It’s On…with On Controls.

can make changes from anywhere, any time–your clients don’t
even need to be home! Win more work, increase profits, and
delight your customers!

COMMERCIAL CONTROL
Custom Control for Any Commercial Project
The future is now with On Controls’ cloud-based technology,
bringing simplicity, flexibility, and efficiency to the setup and
maintenance of commercial control and automation. Leverage
the familiarity and convenience of your customers’ mobile devices
as the ultimate customizable user interface for applications of
any size—from a basic conference room to a complete hospital,
university, casino, restaurant or other facility.
Winner of the CES 2014 Control Product of the Year, the On
Controls platform is highly scalable, ideal for clients whose needs
evolve over time. When leading technology retailer Best Buy
required a control solution for their 470 Magnolia locations, they
selected On Controls because it could reliably offer everything
they needed.

COMMERCIAL ADVANTAGES
CUSTOMIZABLE
Brand the On Controls interface according to your customers’
corporate identities or standards. Make it their control system.

SCALABLE
Control any size project, from individual conference rooms to
entire office buildings, casinos, restaurants, and universities.

VERSATILE
Easily make updates to accommodate your customer’s everchanging needs.

COST-EFFECTIVE
Integrate custom control at unprecedented cost. The cloud-

Easy setup and class-leading customer service make On Controls

based Builder helps you reduce support and exceed customer

the ultimate Internet of Things solution for your commercial

expectations. To make changes, the customer doesn’t even

ventures.

need to be on-site, and you can work from anywhere. Win more
work, increase profits,

or both!

